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The GIANT Encyclopedia of Monthly Activities

Paper Pumpkins 
A R T

Materials construction paper (orange, yellow, and brown)

crayons

scissors

empty paper towel tubes

glue

What to do 1.  Ask the children to choose a few sheets of construction paper in fall

colors, or use white paper. Encourage them to color their paper with

crayons, layering different fall colors over each other for a rich, multi-

layered effect. The children can use several colors per sheet, and color

both sides if desired. 

2.  Help them cut most of their papers into long, narrow strips, making sure

they leave some whole sheets for stems, leaves, and vines.

3.  Cut paper towel tubes into thirds. Give one-third of a tube to each child.

4.  Help them cover their tubes with their construction or colored paper.

Glue the paper in place. This will be the central core of each pumpkin.

5.  Show the children how to glue five or six paper strips into one end of the

central core. Let each strip dry slightly before attaching more strips.

Continue this process until the entire top of the core is filled evenly with

paper strips. Let dry.

6.  Help the children gently curl the end of

each strip around and down so it can be

glued into the bottom of the central

core. Each strip should bow out.

This creates the round pumpkin.

Help the children glue each

strip in place and dry

slightly. Complete this step

with all of the strips. Help the

children add more strips to fill any spaces.

Dry thoroughly.

7.  Demonstrate how to cut green

construction paper, crayon-colored paper,

or a paper bag into the size of a large

index card. Help them roll the

paper into a cylinder.

Insert this cylinder

into the top of the

central core for a

stem. Help the

children glue it in place.
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8.  Trace paper leaves

and vines on a sheet

that the children

colored. Help them

cut out the leaves

and vines and glue

them to the pumpkin

anywhere they desire. 

Related books The Biggest Pumpkin Ever by Steven Kroll

It’s Pumpkin Time! by Zoe Hall

Jeb Scarecrow’s Pumpkin Patch by Jana Dillon

Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a Garden by George Levenson

Pumpkin Eye by Denise Fleming

The Wonderful Pumpkin by Lennart Hellsing

) Virginia Jean Herrod, Columbia, SC

Pumpkin Pictures 
A R T

Materials small pumpkins

paint and brushes

newsprint

bins of water

towels

What to do 1.  Put small pumpkins, paint, paintbrushes, and newsprint in the art center.

Have small bins of water and towels available. 

2.  Encourage the children to cover their pumpkins with paint and make a

print by wrapping newsprint around their pumpkins. 

3.  Help them carefully peel the newsprint off the pumpkins. 

4.  Have the children dunk their pumpkins in water and rub the paint off. 

5.  Dry the pumpkin for the next person to use. 

6.  If desired, let each child paint a pumpkin and bring it home.

More to do Books: Read It Looked Like Spilt Milk by Charles Shaw. Ask the children if

they see any images in their pumpkin prints. 

Related books It Looked Like Spilt Milk by Charles Shaw 

One Potato: A Counting Book of Potato Prints by Diana Pomeroy 

) Ann Kelly, Johnstown, PA
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